§ 308.530 Letter requesting increase or decrease in amount of surety bond, Form MA–310.

An endorsement increasing or decreasing the amount of the surety bond, Form MA–310, shall be transmitted to the underwriting agent and may be obtained from MARAD’s underwriting agent or MARAD.

§ 308.531 Endorsement of surety bond increasing or decreasing amount of coverage, Form MA–311.

The Standard Form of Endorsement which shall be used in increasing or decreasing the amount of a surety bond, Form MA–311, may be obtained from MARAD’s underwriting agent or MARAD.

§ 308.532 Release of surety bond, Form MA–312.

The Standard Form of Release of Surety bond, Form MA–312, may be obtained from MARAD’s underwriting agent or MARAD.

§ 308.533 Closing report, Form MA–313.

This form, which may be obtained from MARAD’s underwriting agent or MARAD, shall be filed in duplicate with the Underwriting Agent not later than the 25th day of each month.

§ 308.534 Certificate to be attached to closing report, Form MA–313–A.

The standard form of Certificate to be attached to the closing report, Form MA–313–A, may be obtained from MARAD’s underwriting agent or MARAD and shall be filed each month.

§ 308.535 Certificate to be attached to final closing report, Form MA–313–B.

The Standard Form of Certificate, Form MA–313–B, shall be attached to the final closing report after cancellation of the policy, and may be obtained from MARAD’s underwriting agent or MARAD.

§ 308.536 Declaration where failure to comply with Clause 21 was inadvertent, Form MA–314.

An Assured that fails inadvertently to maintain a collateral deposit fund or surety bond in an amount sufficient to meet the requirements of Clause 21 of the Policy shall file this Declaration, Form MA–314, which may be obtained from MARAD’s underwriting agent or MARAD.

Facultative War Risk Cargo Insurance

§ 308.538 General.

The Maritime Administrator is prepared to provide facultative war risk insurance policies covering any cargoes described in § 308.501 which are designated by an applicant prior to the attachment of risks, if the applicant does not have an Open Cargo Policy issued by the Maritime Administrator, or if he has a shipment which is not covered by his Open Cargo Policy. However, a person with regular shipments is urged to avail himself of the advantages of the automatic coverage of an Open Cargo Policy. The Maritime Administrator reserves the right to decline to quote rates or bind insurance on shipments of cargo that could be covered by an Open Cargo Policy unless the applicant can show to the satisfaction of the Maritime Administrator that the risk is not one of a series of similar risks forming part of a continual flow of business for the applicant. The policy will be in the standard form of War Risk Facultative Cargo Policy, Form MA–316, prescribed in § 308.545. All policies shall be issued by Underwriting Agents appointed by the Maritime Administrator. All Underwriting Agents shall be domestic insurance companies authorized to do a marine insurance business in a State of the United States.

§ 308.539 Application.

(a) Preliminary request. Application for a Facultative Cargo Policy shall be made by filing a preliminary request in writing (including telegram) with an Underwriting Agent of MARAD, setting forth the following information:

(1) The name and address of the applicant;

(2) The amount of insurance requested;

(3) The commodity and quantity to be insured;

(4) The voyage to be covered;

(5) The name of the vessel upon which the cargo will be shipped, if...